SEASON 6 Environmental IMPACT REPORT

WHY HAVE WE PRODUCED THIS REPORT?
This environmental report outlines the role of our business and our purpose; both looking back at what we have
achieved since founding in 2014, as well as what we are looking to achieve moving forward. Envision Virgin Racing
was founded to energise the Race Against Climate Change. This report outlines our achievements and how we are
delivering positive impact through our founding commitments to people, environment and driving change.
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A TEAM WITH PURPOSE
Our environment is facing an existential crisis and transportation
is at the heart of this issue. In 2020 alone, we experienced
unprecedented heat waves, wildfires, and flooding, along with
many other extreme weather events around the world.
At Envision Virgin Racing, we exist to energise the Race Against
Climate Change, creating experiences that accelerate the
transition to clean, secure and affordable renewable energy and
mass adoption of e-mobility.
Using the platform of Formula E, we race to make electric
mobility and renewable energy a global reality. Both on and off
the track, we aim to raise awareness on the benefits of electric
vehicles, powered by renewable energy, and their ability to
revolutionise everyday transportation. It’s clear that immediate
action must be taken on a global scale if the impacts of climate
change are to be mitigated and, ideally, reversed.
We are committed to being a positive impact business in all we
do, inspiring and empowering generations to tackle climate
change.

envisionvirginracing.com
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From the Chairman of the Board through to our Drivers, Engineers, Mechanics and Marketing team, every single member of
Envision Virgin Racing is behind the Team's sustainability messaging and ethos.
envisionvirginracing.com
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Racing Against Climate Change | Since 2014

DOING THINGS DIFFERENTLY
SINCE 2014
The team was founded on a guiding principle, we use our cars
and our platform as a leading Formula E team, with its
technology development, partners, events and global media
reach to influence people into making the right choices now.
Transportation is one of the largest contributors to
greenhouse gas emissions – around 29% of the total world
emissions. Cities around the world are currently rethinking
their urban policies, with a focus on sustainability and
mobility plays a central role in this process. Awareness and
campaigning for climate change is steadily rising and
increasingly at the forefront of government policy and public
concern.
Envision Virgin Racing has a long-standing commitment to
climate action, starting with the creation of our trademarked
Race Against Climate Change program.
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Racing Against Climate Change | Culture

CULTURE
As well as building a brand that would inspire mass adoption
of Electric Vehicles and Renewable Energy, it’s also been
about building a great culture for talented people united by a
common purpose to thrive.
We have spent a lot of time shaping our culture; it’s ultimately
how and why we turn up to work. We recognize each
employee is integral to the growth, stability and structure of
our entire sustainability effort. By fully engaging every team
member in our shared beliefs and sustainable business goals,
individuals can fulfil their potential and enable the brand to
achieve its vision and goals.
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Racing Against Climate Change | Carbon Neutral

CARBON NEUTRAL
In 2020, we announced our carbon neutral status, and long-term
commitment to maintaining carbon neutral operations, with a
carbon reduction plan. Becoming certified was a proud moment for
us, joining a global movement of like-minded businesses pushing
for change. To our knowledge, no other race team has its
operations certified as Carbon Neutral.
Carbon Neutral certification was both a confirmation of our journey
since founding, as well as giving us much to work towards for the
future. In order to receive our Carbon Trust certification, Envision
Virgin Racing has undertaken an evaluation of its scope 1 and 2
emissions for all operations, which includes our two business sites
in Silverstone and Clapham and scope 3 business travel for the
whole organisation.
We are committed to maintaining our Carbon Trust neutrality
status, by setting targets to reduce our carbon footprint on an
annual basis, and having that data independently verified by the
Carbon Trust.
So far we have offset at total of 1844.46 tCO2e, which is equivalent
to taking around 400 ICE cars off the road for a year.
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Racing Against Climate Change | Looking Towards the Future

LOOKING TOWARDS THE FUTURE
We want to build on our existing share of voice and influence to
amplify our sustainability messaging – to inspire a generation of
fans to engage with e-mobility, to reinforce the message that
green transport is cool, fun and practical. Think back to the days of
the first electric vehicles, the G-Whizz, the milk float image that is
conjured in your head, and now, look at the slick Gen2 Formula E
car with its 250kw and speed of 0-100km in 2.8 seconds.
The world has come a long way, and we want to accelerate that
transition so that e-mobility is the choice of this and for future
generations.
We are committed to hosting 2 climate change summits a year.

envisionvirginracing.com
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OUR COMMITMENT TO BEING
A POSITIVE IMPACT BUSINESS
Since 2014, Envision Virgin Racing remains steadfast in its
commitment to sustainability, and we will continue to look for
collaborative partnerships and innovative opportunities to help
create a clean and healthy planet for everyone to energise the
transition to e-mobility, powered by renewable energy.
In the following pages, we outline highlights of the environmental
initiatives discussed in this report. It provides a snapshot of our
performance as of the end of Season 6 (2019/2020) and our targets
going forward—demonstrating how we’re strengthening our business
by reducing the environmental impact of our operations and working
to inspire people everywhere to transition to e-mobility, powered by
renewable energy.

envisionvirginracing.com
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Our Commitment to Being a Positive Impact Business | Our People

OUR PEOPLE
Guided by our values every day, we are committed to inspiring
our people to be happy, healthy and to make a difference.
In 2019 we implemented a new health care plan, bike to work
scheme and staged sustainability workshops for employees,
delivered by our friends at the Carbon Trust.
We are an equal opportunities employer.

envisionvirginracing.com
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Our Commitment to Being a Positive Impact Business | Our People

OUR PEOPLE
DRIVING CHANGE

ü Launched employee climate
change initiative
ü Launched bike to work scheme
ü Our people have the opportunity
to take time off to inspire
generations about the Race
Against Climate Change

envisionvirginracing.com

HELPING OUR PEOPLE GROW

ü From flexible working hours,
remote working, equipment to
training and support, we want to
give our people all the tools and
support they need to be the best
they can be

SUPPORT WELLBEING

VALUE DIVERSITY

ü Launched new company wide
employee health care plan
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Our Commitment to Being a Positive Impact Business | Environment

ENVIRONMENT
We’re committed to maintaining our Carbon Trust neutrality status
and are working hard to understand our impact on the
environment, in order to reverse it. This means mapping and
managing the resources we use, targeting zero waste, reimagining
sustainable operations.
With sustainability at the core of our business, we will continue to
measure, report and mitigate our carbon footprint across the
business on an annual basis.

envisionvirginracing.com
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Our Commitment to Being a Positive Impact Business | Reducing Our Carbon Footprint

REDUCING OUR CARBON FOOTPRINT

ENERGY

WASTE

We power all of our cars and operations
through renewable energy sources. On a
needs basis, we will replace our existing
laptops with more energy efficient
models.

In Season 6 we removed all
individual waste bins in our Clapham
office to ensure staff members are
more environmentally conscious and
active in recycling waste.

NO RED MEAT

EV CHARGING POINTS

From the end of Season 5 onwards, we
are committed to serving no red meat at
our corporate events.

In 2018, we secured a
partnership with Chargepoint
to supply and fit 6 EV charging
points at our headquarters in
Silverstone.

envisionvirginracing.com

GHG EMISSIONS

CARBON OFFSETS

SUSTAINABLE GIFTING

In Season 6, we engaged with
ClimateCare, to offset 409.32
tCO2e, a reduction from 624.88 in
Season 5. Cumulatively we have
offset a total of 1844.46 tCO2e.
Further details of our Carbon
Offset Strategy can be found on
page 15.

We continued our implementation of
our sustainable gifting policy, only
sourcing corporate gifts for partners
from sustainable suppliers. For further
details of this policy, see page 16.

BIKE TO WORK SCHEME

SUSTAINABLE SOURCING

SINGLE USE PLASTIC

In August 2019, we introduced a bike
to work scheme for all staff,
encouraging them to commute to
work by their own power, rather than
by using more carbon intensive
means.

Our policy is to source sustainable collateral.
Our business cards are made out of
recycled t shirts. Our autograph cards are
printed on recycled paper. We only use
recycled paper in our printers and print in
black and white, double sided as default.

We are committed to having no
single use plastic at our sites or on
our events.

We made a considerable reduction to
our overall the emissions reducing
from 624.88tCO2e in Season 5 to 409.32
tCO2e in Season 6.
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Our Commitment to Being a Positive Impact Business | Driving Change

DRIVING CHANGE
Tackling Climate Change is still possible. But we must act NOW.
We will continue using our Team and Platform as a force to drive change. In 2020, we announced the expansion of the
Race Against Climate Change, with four new operational strands: Live, Community, Research and Policy.

R.A.C.C. LIVE

We will stage thought leadership forums
on Race weekends in major cities
worldwide. Bringing thought leaders
together to influence our community and
the wider fan base around climate
change.

envisionvirginracing.com

R.A.C.C. RESEARCH

Where we have partnered with experts in
the climate and sustainability world, such
as renowned climate scientist, Michael
Mann and the Rocky Mountain Institute
to share their latest research across our
channels in a fun and digestible way.

R.A.C.C. POLICY

R.A.C.C. COMMUNITY

We use the information provided via
R.A.C.C. Research and the relevance of
Formula E to support our education and
inspiration to policy makers Worldwide.

We bring the Race Against Climate Change to
the cities we race in, and our home base.
Engaging with local communities, schools,
universities and community groups to
champion local initiatives and climate heroes
and to share our progress. We are committed
to using our media reach to highlight great
local initiatives to inspire action.
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Our Commitment to Being a Positive Impact Business | Thought Leadership Events

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP EVENTS
Inspiring and challenging the business world through our Race Against
Climate Change Live Events.
In Season 6 we hosted a virtual sustainability broadcast bringing
together leading figures from the business, political, environmental and
youth sectors who provided insight and provoked debate on some of
the most pressing climate change topics.
Working in partnership with National Geographic Kids, the first of the
topics centred around the importance of the next generation of climate
advocates, before two further discussions on the transition to electric
vehicles and the green recovery in a post-pandemic landscape.
Tackling these topics were speakers such as renowned youth
conservationist Bella Lack, the first Saudi woman to scale Mount
Everest Raha Moharrak, the UN’s Lindita Xhaferi-Salihu, Nigel Topping
from COP26, plus representatives from the likes of The Carbon Trust,
National Grid and Transport for London (TFL).
Amongst the 20 speakers, there was a special appearance from
footballer and climate advocate Héctor Bellerín speaking about his
work with global reforestation charity One Tree Planted, and his pledge
to plant 3,000 trees for every victory the club amasses this season.

envisionvirginracing.com
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Our Commitment to Being a Positive Impact Business | Race Against Climate Change LIVE

RACE AGAINST CLIMATE CHANGE LIVE
To communicate our purpose ahead of the Berlin E-Prix Season Finale, we held Race Against
Climate Change Live – an online event which was broadcast across digital media channels.
The event featured guest appearances from the likes of Franz Jung, Hector Bellerin, Michael E.
Mann and Aidan Gallager, with representation from Rocky Mountain Institute, National Geographic,
COP26, plus more.

• The event reached over 70 million people across earned media
• Has been viewed more than 63,000 times
• Was able to generate over 700 signs ups

envisionvirginracing.com
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Our Commitment to Being a Positive Impact Business | Inspiring People and Communities

INSPIRING PEOPLE
AND COMMUNITIES
Championing local heroes and putting climate change at the
core of what we do.
With our schools visits (pre Pandemic)...
Marbula E
And, #DrawwithRob

envisionvirginracing.com
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Our Commitment to Being a Positive Impact Business | Marbula Series

MARBULA SERIES – sustainable racing during
the covid pandemic
• Envision Virgin Racing teamed up with Jelle’s Marble Runs to create ‘Marbula E’,
a light-hearted and fun racing series to keep Formula E fans entertained.
• The marble races are released on dates to coincide with postponed Formula E
races and take place on the exact layouts of real Formula E racing circuits.

VALUES PROVIDED BY FUTURES

• Total Reach: 67,100,000
• Total Video Views: 6,500,000+
• Brand Mentions: 2.3k

VALUES PROVIDED BY FUTURES

• Episode 1-4: £2.6m

envisionvirginracing.com
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Our Commitment to Being a Positive Impact Business | #DRAWWITHROB

Socially distanced fan
engagement #DRAWWITHROB
We launched a campaign with National Geographic Kids, COP26 and Rob Biddulph, a renowned
children’s illustrator.
• Our campaign was to create a tutorial for drawing a Formula E car and children were encouraged
to submit a design which was inspired by saving the planet
• Campaign is live on National Geographic website and has been shared across their social
channels and CRM.

• We received over 3,300 entries
• The winner was announced live on The One Show (BBC)

envisionvirginracing.com
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Our Commitment to Being a Positive Impact Business | Our Carbon Offsetting Policy

OUR CARBON OFFSETTING POLICY
Envision Virgin Racing have purchased 409.32 tCO2efrom ClimateCare’s
high impact, Climate + Care portfolio.
The Portfolio that the offsets we have bought into includes the following
environmental impact projects, that are all verified to the highest
VERRA and Gold Standard verifications in the carbon market:
• Gyapa efficient cook stoves – based in Ghana, this project decreases
the use of coal and wood by 50% and therefore deforestation and costs,
reduces toxic smoke and in turn instances of respiratory disorders and
associated carbon emissions; 3 million tonnes to date.
• Burn efficient cook stoves – based in East Africa, this project has similar
benefits to Gyapa along with employment of over 200 local people of
which over half are women.
• Aqua Clara Water Filters– based in Western Kenya, this is one of the
largest climate and clean water projects globally; Aqua Clara water
filters enable communities in the area to purify water in their home,
rather than boiling water for drinking over open fires, cutting 2.4m
tonnes of CO2 emissions annually.
• Grid Scale Renewable Energy – renewable energy from solar and
wind plants around the world providing life changing and sustainable
electricity to rural communities.

envisionvirginracing.com
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Our Commitment to Being a Positive Impact Business | Our Sustainable Gifting Policy

OUR SUSTAINABLE
GIFTING POLICY
At Envision Virgin Racing, we are committed to being as sustainable as
possible in every aspect of the business including gifting for both
partners and guests.
When sourcing gifts and suppliers we do so with suitability and the
environment at the forefront of our mind, we aim to be as sustainable as
possible. The following categories are considered when sourcing gifts:
•Sustainability of Product Material
•Environmental Impact
•Sourcing from Local Markets
•Sustainability Accredited Suppliers
•Labour & Human Rights of the Supply Chain
•Ethics
We also consider end use for any gifting products that are not used or
left behind in the hospitality suite by guests.
In Season 7, we will challenge our suppliers to continually improve their
supply chain to strive towards carbon neutrality.

envisionvirginracing.com
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Our Commitment to Being a Positive impact Business | Our Sustainable Gifting Policy

OUR SUSTAINABLE EVENT POLICY
At Envision Virgin Racing we make a conscious effort to be sustainable
across every aspects of our events. We look at the full life cycle of an
event:
v We source local suppliers to reduce the carbon footprint of the
overall event, such as local catering companies, florists and even
locally sourced ‘Zero Air Miles event Lanyards’.
v We choose sustainable products for gifting, as outlined on slide 20.
v We limit single use plastic.
v We do not serve Red Meat at our events.
v We strategically use collateral that can be used across all our events
rather than being thrown away after each event.
v We repurpose as much collateral as possible at the end of each
season – such as using branded pillowcase to decorate our office
space.
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